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Three Transmembrane Conformations and
Sequence-Dependent Displacement of the
S4 Domain in Shaker K1 Channel Gating
Shaker channel activation, indetail, cannot be explained
in terms of a single, two-state gating particle domain in
each channel subunit (Schoppa et al., 1992; Bezanilla
et al., 1994; McCormack et al., 1994; Sigg et al., 1994;
Sigworth, 1994; Stefani et al., 1994; Zagotta et al.,
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1994b). In particular, gating current recordings fromBerkeley, California 94720-3200
Shaker channels, as well as from chimeric channels pos-
sessing the transmembrane core of the mammalian
Shaker homolog, Kv1.1, exhibit two components, whichSummary
Bezanilla and coworkers have termed Q1 and Q2
(Stuhmer et al., 1991; Bezanilla et al., 1994; Stefani etWehave acquiredstructural evidence that twocompo-
al., 1994). The existence of two components suggestsnents evident previously in the depolarization-evoked
that either, besides S4, there exists another ªauxiliaryºgating currents from voltage-gated Shaker K1 chan-
gating particle domain; or that S4 displacement occursnels have their origin in sequential, two-step outward
not in a single step, but instead in two steps, via anmovements of the S4 protein segments. A point muta-
intermediate state. Independently, recent evidence fromtion greatly destabilizes the ªfully retractedº state of
mutagenesis and voltage-clamp fluorescence suggestsS4 transmembrane translocation, causing instead an
that an auxiliary gating particle domain might be com-intermediate state to predominate at resting poten-
prised by an acidic residue in S2 (Seoh et al., 1996; Chatials. This state is distinguishable topologically and
and Bezanilla, 1997).fluorometrically. That a point mutation effectively ex-
We wished to examine whether the two distinguish-cludes half the range of S4 motion from physiological
able phases of gating-charge movement, Q1 and Q2,voltages suggests that the diverse sensitivities among
which characterize the activation of Shaker channelsvoltage-gated channels might reflect not only differ-
by voltage, actually involve two distinct steps in theences in S4 valence, but also displacement. Existence
transmembrane (tm) translocation of one gating-particleof an intermediate subunit state helps explain why
domain, S4. We applied the technique of voltage-clampmodeling channel activation has required positing
fluorometry, orVCF (Mannuzzu et al., 1996), involving thegreater than four closed states.
covalent coupling of a reporter fluor to an S4-substituted
cysteine, to investigate whether changes in the microen-Introduction
vironment around S4 correlate with Q1 and Q2. And to
examine whether such changes arise from changes inHodgkin and Huxley (1952) hypothesized that voltage
S4 tm topology, we assayed the voltage-dependent ac-controls the conductance of membranes by biasing the
cessibility of S4-substituted cysteines from both sidesequilibrium of charged gating particles between two sta-
of the membrane using the impermeant, thio-reactiveble positions within the transmembrane electric field.
reagent, methanethiosulfonate ethyltrimethyl ammoniumThe S4 motif of basicresidues, which is conservedwithin
(MTSET; Akabas et al., 1992; Stauffer and Karlin, 1994).the primary structure of voltage-gated ion channels, has
To be able to resolve structural changes associated withbeen hypothesized to confer voltage sensitivity by such
Q1 from those associated with Q2, we took advantagea mechanism (Greenblatt et al., 1985; Noda et al., 1984;
of the properties of mutant channels possessing theGuy and Seetharamulu, 1986). In support of this hypoth-
substitution, R365C or R365S, within S4. These channelsesis, distinct transmembrane-topological states of S4
exhibit a voltage dependence of gating-charge move-have been shown to be associated with the resting and
ment which, like the wild type (wt), is described by twothe open conformations of both Shaker K1 channels
components, but whose components, unlike the wt,(Larsson et al., 1996; Mannuzzu et al., 1996; Yusaf et
activate over almost entirely nonoverlapping voltageal., 1996) and hSkMI Na1 channels (Yang and Horn,
ranges. Thus, simply by voltage clamping, we have been1995; Yang et al., 1996, 1997). These studies indicate
able to ªisolateº and to probe biochemically a gating-that membrane depolarization movesS4 outwards, con-
charge intermediate.sistent with its positive charge, the polarity of gating
We find that the S4 domain of Shaker K1 channelcurrents, and the gating-particle hypothesis. The ex-
subunits transits between three conformational statestent of this motion appears sufficient to account for the
during the activation of channels by voltage: (i) a statetotal gating charge. Furthermore, decrements in gating
in which S4 is maximally retracted into the cell, whichcharge caused by charge-neutralizing S4 substitutions
characterizes resting subunits, (ii) a state in which S4 isin Shaker channels are consistent with the hypothesis
displaced maximally outward, which characterizes fullythat the S4 charges make up most or all of the charge
activated subunits, and (iii) a state of intermediate S4total (Aggarwal and MacKinnon, 1996; Seoh et al., 1996).
displacement, which characterizes a stable intermediateOn the other hand, numerous studies have shown that
in the movement of gating charge and the activation of
channel subunits. Displacement of S4 from the resting³To whom correspondence should be addressed.
to the intermediate position correlates with Q1, and that§These two authors contributed equally to this work.
from the intermediate to the fully activated position cor-‖ Present address: Nobel Institute for Neurophysiology, Department
of Neuroscience, Karolinska Institutet, S-171 77 Stockholm, Sweden. relates with Q2.
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Figure 1. ªTwo-Stepº Gating in R365C and R365S Channels
(A) Shaker channels that posses the R365C substitution in S4 exhibit two resolved components (ªQ1º and ªQ2º) in their gating-charge voltage-
dependence (Q-V). In the wild-type Q-V (wt*, data from Bezanilla et al., 1994) two components exist but overlap. Superimposed fits are to the
model of Figure 7 (solid lines) and to the sum of two ªBoltzmannsº (dashes): Q 5 {Q1 (1 1 exp[2Z1 F(V 2 V1)/RT])21 1 Q2(1 1 exp[2Z2 F(V 2
V2)/RT])21}, where R, F, and T have their conventional meanings. Boltzmann parameters (Q1, Z1, V1; Q2, Z2, V2) were all fit freely. For R365C
they are (0.59, 0.73, 2123 mV; 0.45, 1.86, 1 mV) for the Q-V shown and (0.60 6 0.02, 0.63 6 0.07, 2133 6 11 mV; 0.40 6 0.02, 2.24 6 0.40,
1 6 4 mV) are the means 6 SE for 10 oocytes. For the wt Q-V data from Bezanilla and coworkers (1994) they are (0.27, 2.3, 265 mV; 0.73,
4.86, 246 mV). Fitted model parameters (V1, V2, Vc) are (2134 mV, 218 mV, 21 mV) for the R365C Q-V shown and (244 mV, 251 mV, 280
mV) for the wt Q-V of Bezanilla and coworkers. Fixed parameters (z1, z2, zc) are (1.07, 0.99, 1.8) and (1.93, 1.06, 1.8) for R365C and wt,
respectively, and are described in the Figure 7 legend (note that z1, z2 are per-subunit values, while zc is for the channel as a whole). Note
that the Boltzmann fit predicts a larger Q1 for R365C than does the model fit (discussed in Experimental Procedures). R365C charge was
measured from steps to 140 mV following prepulses of 25±30 ms duration to the indicated potentials.
(B) R365C ªOnº and ªOffº gating currents evoked by steps from 280 mV hp to voltages ranging 270±170 in 20 mV increments, followed by
repolarization to 260 mV. At the 280 mV hp, about 75% of Q1 is already activated (see [A]). The small fast On seen for small depolarizations
represents the remaining 25%. The slowing of the On and the Off in response to the larger depolarizations parallels that in wild-type activation
gating. The On, Off, and the holding current have been separately baseline adjusted for display.
(C) (Open circles) Representative Q-V for S352C-TMRM/R365S channels, exhibiting two well-resolved components (ªQ1º and ªQ2º). Superim-
posed curve is a free two-Boltzmann fit (0.58, 0.78, 2100 mV; 0.42, 1.99, 27 mV). (Filled triangles) F-V for the same channels acquired by
VCF also exhibits two components (ªF1º and ªF2º). Superimposed curve is the sum of two Boltzmanns with all voltage-dependent parameters
taken from the Q-V fit, and only the amplitudes (F1 5 1.23, F2 5 20.37) adjusted to fit the size and polarity of the fluorescence changes. The
level of agreement of Q1 with F1 and Q2 with F2 implied by the fit is representative: Chi-squared for the constrained fit applying the Q-V
parameters to the F-V curve is x2 5 0.00015 for the oocyte shown, and ,x2. 5 0.00024 6 0.00015 for the mean of seven equivalent data
sets.
These results have implications both for the mecha- slopes; such that in both R365C (Figure 1A) and in wild-
type activating channels (Bezanilla et al., 1994; Stefaninism by which voltage controls the conductivity of
Shaker channels, and for a possible mechanistic basis et al., 1994) the more depolarized component is dispro-
portionately steepÐsuggesting positive cooperativityfor the diversity of voltage sensitivities exhibited by
channels of like S4 valence. between channel subunits in the conformational transi-
tions between states nearer to the open state (Bezanilla
et al., 1991; Schoppa et al., 1992; Tytgat and Hess, 1992;Results
Zagotta et al., 1994a, 1994b; Schoppa and Sigworth,
1998; L. M. M. and E. Y. I., unpublished data; O. S. B.R365C Enables Study of a Gating-Charge
and E. Y. I., unpublished data). Finally, the ªOnº andIntermediate in the Steady State
ªOffº gating currents (Ig) that areevoked by step depolar-In Shaker channels with wild-type activation gating (see
izations large enough to move both charge componentsExperimental Procedures regarding channel nomencla-
are slower than those that move only the more hyperpo-ture), the voltage dependencies of Q1 and Q2 overlap
larized-activating one (Figure 1B).closely (Bezanilla et al., 1994; Stefani et al., 1994; and
In analogy to wild-type activating channels, we willsee also Figure 1A). Therefore, it is not possible to isolate
refer to the more hyperpolarized and more depolarizedthem en masse in a state in which Q1 has moved but Q2
components of R365C charge movement as Q1 and Q2.has not. However, the charge±voltage relations (Q-Vs)
Furthermore, the features common between Q1 and Q2of Shaker channels in which the second basic residue
in R365C and in wild-type activating channels, and theof S4, R365, has been neutralized by substitution with
fact that the two channels differ by only a single aminoeither cysteine (Figure 1A), serine (Figure 1C), or gluta-
acid, strongly suggest that the mechanism of chargemine (Aggarwal and MacKinnon, 1996; Seoh et al., 1996)
displacement is conserved between the two. Therefore,exhibit two components that do not overlap.These com-
we proposed to use Q1 and Q2 movement in R365Cponents share features of Q1 and Q2 in wild-type activat-
channels as a means to gain insights into the conforma-ing channels. First, the two components both comprise
tional changes that give rise to Q1 and Q2 in wild-typea large fraction of the total gating charge. Second, their
relative amplitudes are incommensurate to their relative activating Shaker channels.
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Fluorescence Suggests Q1 and Q2 Are
Distinct S4 Movements
We applied VCF to channels in which R365 was neutral-
ized. As a fluorescent reporter of conformational move-
ments in the vicinity of S4, we used tetramethylrhoda-
mine maleimide (TMRM) attached to the substituted
cysteine, 352C, in the S3/S4 loop. In channels in which
residue 365 is the native arginine, 352C-TMRM gives
rise to a large DF that correlates closely with the wt-like
charge movement that these channels exhibit (L. M. M.
and E. Y. I., unpublished data). We wanted to examine
the effect that neutralizing R365 would have on the volt-
age dependence of fluorescence (F-V) reported by
352C-TMRM. In order to fluorescently tag only 352C,
we neutralized R365 in this instance with serine. S352C-
TMRM/R365S channels exhibited a biphasic Q-V rela-
tion similar to R365C channels, and exhibited a biphasic
F-V relation (Figure 1C), in which the two components
correlate closely with their charge counterparts (both
with regard to slope and midpoint). Notably, the S4-
associated conformational changes correlating with Q1
and Q2 give rise to opposing changes in the brightness
of the 352C-coupled fluor (Figure 1C), implying that they
are qualitatively different.
To determine whether these changes reflect sequen-
tial tm translocations of S4, such as would be capable
of generating the large gating charge fractions ob- Figure 2. State-Dependent Internal MTSET Modification of F370C
Channelsserved, we undertook to characterize them topologi-
(A) F370C channel currents from an excised patch in symmetricalcally.
potassium solutions. hp 5 2100 mV. Vtail 5 265 mV. Vtest 5 280±120
mV, steps in 10 mV increments before and after perfusion of the
cytosolic patch face with 60 mM s MTSET.A ªDouble-Reporterº Channel for Assaying
(B) Modification time courses for two perfusion protocols superim-TM Topological Changes
posed. Steady-state amplitude of currents evoked by periodic 25
Topological characterization required a means to assay ms test pulses to 1100 mV during perfusion of 4 mM MTSET for
for changes at both the external and cytosolic bound- 500 ms every 10 s, on channels clamped initially open (ª1100 mVº)
and then closed (ª2100 mV;º as in Figure 3 of Larsson et al., 1996).aries of the transmembranous region of S4. We have
Abscissa, [application time] 3 [concentration MTSET]. 0 marks on-shown previously that 365C itself is a reporter of move-
set of MTSET perfusion. Only in closed channels (ª2100 mVº) didment at the external tm boundary of S4, and that it does
MTSET perfusion cause a diminution of currents above the basalnot enter the cytosol at voltages sufficient to deactivate
rate of rundown (ª1100 mVº), implying inaccessibility of 370C in
wild-type activating channels (Larsson et al., 1996). Sub- activated channel subunits.
sequently, the observation of an extremely negative
component of the Q-V (i.e., Q1), and the large absolute
decrement in charge caused by the R365Q substitution accessibilities observed in our previous study (Larsson
et al., 1996), we predicted that cysteine at position 370(Aggarwal and MacKinnon, 1996; Seoh et al., 1996),
prompted us to examine whether 365C becomes cyto- would be accessible to internally perfused MTSET in
the resting state and be inaccessible in the open state.solically accessible at extremely negative voltages. We
observed no modification of R365C channel gating dur- In perfused inside-out patches we observed no MTSET
modification of conducting F370C channels that wereing 5±10 mM s cumulative exposure to internal MTSET
at 2150 to 2200 mV in excised patches from 6 oocytes held open at a voltage of 1100 mV (Figure 2B, open
symbols; 14±20 mM s MTSET, n 5 4). However, modifi-(data not shown). Thus, the cytosolic accessibility of
365C even in fully deactivated channels (i.e., channels cation did occur when channels were perfused with
MTSET while held closed at 2100 mV (Figure 2B, filledin which neither Q1 nor Q2 has been activated) is excep-
tionally low (discussed further below). Furthermore, in- symbols), and the rate of modification, k, was not signifi-
cantly accelerated by further hyperpolarization [k(2100ternal perfusion of more than 5±10 mM s MTSET consis-
tently destroyed inside-out patches clamped even only mV) 5 0.15 6 0.01 mM21 s21, n 5 4; k(2150 mV) 5
0.16 6 0.03 mM21 s21, n 5 4; calculated as describedintermittently to the voltages necessary to deactivate
Q1. Therefore, cysteine at 365 could not be used as a in Experimental Procedures]. Conveniently, the effect of
MTSET modification was distinguishable in nature fromreporter of voltage-dependent changes at the internal
tm boundary of S4 as it could for the external boundary. its effect on R365C channels (Larsson et al., 1996),
causing an elimination of evocable currents over theConsequently, we decided to construct a channel
containing two S4 cysteine substitutions, or a ªdouble- clampable voltage range (Figure 2A). Furthermore, the
pairing of the F370C substitution with R365C resultedreporterº channel. To R365C we added the additional
cysteine substitution F370C. Based on the pattern of in channels that exhibited a Q-V relation (Figure 4C)
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Figure 3. Voltage Dependencies of Internal
and External MTSET Modification of R365C/
F370C Channels Do Not Coincide
(A) Time courses of internal modification.
Points chart the steady-state amplitude of
currents evoked by periodic 25 ms testpulses
to 1100 mV, with perfusion of MTSET con-
fined to steps to the indicated potentials for
365C/370C channels (filled circles), and to
2100 mV for 370C channels (open circles).
Abscissa, [application time] 3 [concentration
MTSET]. Note that hyperpolarization speeds
internal modification. Cartoon interprets this
observation in terms of the internal S4 tm
boundary.
(B) Time coursesof external MTSET modifica-
tion. Steady-state currents in response to 25
ms test pulses to 180 mV (see Experimental
Procedures), in continuously perfused whole
oocytes clamped to the indicated potentials
50% of the time. Abscissa, [application time]
3 [concentration MTSET]. Note that depolar-
ization speeds external modification. Cartoon
interprets this observation in terms of the ex-
ternal S4 boundary.
(C) Voltage dependenceof the calculated rate
of internal modification at the indicated volt-
ages. Rate is calculated as the reciprocal of
the time constant of the monoexponential fit
of the time course of modification as plotted
in (A) and (B). Q1 curve is the first component
from two-Boltzmann fits to R365C/F370C
channel Q-Vs (mean of 4); and has been
scaled (but not offset) for comparison with
the rates. Error bars 5 6 SD for both the
curve and the rate data.
(D) Voltage dependenceof the calculated rate
of external modification at the indicated volt-
ages. Q2 was derived andscaled as described
for Q1 in (C).
qualitatively unaltered with respect to that seen in chan- MTSET of the double-reporter channels resulted in the
eliminationof ionic currents (data not shown).Comparednels possessing the R365C substitution alone (Figures
1A and 4B). Therefore, we concluded that the double- to the time course observed for F370C channels at 2100
mV (Figure 3A, open symbols), modification of R365C/reporter channels could be used to relate Q1 and Q2 to
changes in S4 tm topology. F370C channels at the same voltage proceeded slowly
(Figure 3A, ª2100º mV time course). But whereas further
hyperpolarization produced no increase in the modifica-Distinguishing Three TM Topological
States of S4 tion rate of F370C channels (described above), in the
double-reporter channels it caused modification to pro-Our strategy was to characterize in R365C/F370C chan-
nels the voltage dependencies with which channels ceed more rapidly; so that modification was, in fact,
observable at rates approaching that seen in deacti-would gain or lose their independent susceptibilities to
modification by internal and by external MTSET. If Q1 vated F370C channels (Figure 3A). Thus, modification
by internal MTSET of the double-reporter channels exhi-and Q2 arise from translocation of S4 in two sequential
steps, we would expect that the two voltage dependen- bits the qualitative effect and the deactivation state±
dependence of MTSET modification of F370C channels.cies might not coincide: partial movement of S4 during
Q1 being sufficient to render 370C inaccessible to the The cartoon of Figure 3A interprets this result.
Figure 3C shows that the rate of modification by inter-cytosol, for example, but insufficient to project 365C
into the extracellular solution. nal MTSET varies with voltage over the same range in
which the R365C/F370C channel Q1 activates, and thatWe assayed internal modifiability inexcised inside-out
patches and externalmodifiability in externally perfused, its voltage dependence exhibits comparable steepness.
Therefore, activation of Q1 appears closely associatedwhole oocytes under two-electrode voltage clamp (see
Larsson et al., 1996, and Experimental Procedures). As with the displacement of 370C from an internally acces-
sible to an internally inaccessible position.was observed in channels into which cysteine was sub-
stituted at position 370 alone, modification by internal External MTSET modification of the double-reporter
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channels, similar to the modification of those with the double-reporter channel, using 370C as a reporter of S4
retraction and using externally applied methanthiosulfo-R365C substitution alone (Larsson et al., 1996), slowed
activation gating and shifted the voltage dependence nate-ethylammonium, MTSEA (Akabas et al., 1992), to
convert 365C to a charged, lysine-like residue.of opening from a greatly depolarized position back to
the approximately wild-type range of voltages (data not We recorded gating currents in oocytes from both
R365C and the double-reporter channels before andshown). At voltages less depolarized than those neces-
sary to significantly activate Q2, external MTSET modi- after brief external perfusion of MTSEA (Figure 4A).
(Channels were made nonconducting with the W434Ffied the double-reporter channels only extremely slowly
(Figure 3B ª280º time course). At more depolarized po- substitution [Perozo et al., 1993].) Both channels exhib-
ited a biphasic Q-V prior to MTSEA perfusion (Figurestentials, however, the rate of modification increased and
saturated with greater depolarization (Figure 3B, 240 to 4B and 4C, open circles). Perfusion of 25 mM MTSEA
caused an increase and a slowing of the ªOnº Ig that140). Thus, modification by external MTSET of R365C/
F370C channels exhibits the qualitative effects and was evoked by steps to 0 mV from 280 mV holding
potential (hp), which saturated in approximately 30 sthe open state±dependence of MTSET modification of
R365C channels. The cartoon of Figure 3B interprets (data not shown). Subsequent to washout of MTSEA,
channels exhibited a sigmoid Q-V relation, exhibitingthis result.
Figure 3D shows that the rate of modification by exter- two components with voltage dependencies that over-
lapped in the same approximate voltage range as fornal MTSET varies with voltage over the same range in
which the R365C/F370C channel Q2 activates, and that channels possessing arginine at position 365 (Figure 1A
ªwtº; Figures 4B and 4C plus-filled circles). Therefore,its voltage dependence exhibits comparable steepness.
Therefore, activation of Q2 appears closely associated in contrast to unmodified R365C and double-reporter
channels, R365C-SEA and R365C-SEA/F370C channelswith the displacement of 365C from an externally inac-
cessible to an externally accessible position. do not require extreme hyperpolarization to deactivate,
and Q1 and Q2 appear to have been ªreconstituted.ºTogether these results show that Q1 activation results
in a change in S4 topology that renders 370C inaccessi- As the second aspect of the test, we examined how
MTSEA modification of 365C affected the accessibil-ble, but that 365C does not become exposed to the
extracellular solution until a second change in S4 topol- ity of 370C at moderately hyperpolarized potentials.
We pretreated oocytes expressing conducting R365C/ogy occurs with activation of Q2. Therefore, the tm topol-
ogy of S4 in R365C/F370C channel subunits in between F370C channels with a cumulative exposure to external
MTSEA that was sufficient to cause complete ªchargeactivation of Q1 and Q2Ðin which both positions 365
and 370 are simultaneously inaccessibleÐis unlike the reconstitutionº in nonconducting R365C/F370C chan-
nels (2 mM s). We then assayed 370C accessibility intwo states of S4 topology characterized previously
(Larsson et al., 1996) in open and closed channels. inside-out patches excised from the same oocytes. The
currents in these patches exhibited the characteristicNote that if Q1 and Q2 indeed reflect sequential rather
than independent gating events, as the above results kinetics and voltage dependence of those seen in whole
oocytes following modification by externally appliedimply, then the fitting of the Q-V to a two-Boltzmann
sum is not strictly appropriate. We find that such a fit MTSEA of bothR365C and R365C/F370C channels (data
not shown; MTSEA's effect on R365C channels is similarleads one to attribute an effective valence to the Q1
displacement that is smaller than that which is neces- to that of MTSET shown in Larsson et al., 1996). Further-
more, preexposure to external MTSEA did not occludesary to mathematically describe the Q-V by a more real-
istic scheme (see Figure 1A and the final section of the modifiability of channels by internal MTSET (Figure
4D). This confirms that the two reporter cysteines areResults). This may account for the observation that the
voltage dependence of the rate of internal modification accessible independently and only from opposite sides
of the membrane (for the cumulative exposures used).of 370C is somewhat steeper than that of the mean Q1
derived analytically from two-Boltzmann fits (Figure 3C). Figure 4D shows that, in contrast to channels that had
not been preexposed to external MTSEA [k(365C/370C,
2100 mV) 5 0.0089 6 0.009 mM21 s21, n 5 4] modifica-
370C Accessibility at Intermediate Voltages Is tion by internal MTSETat 2100 mV of externally premod-
Restored by 365C Charge ªReconstitutionº ified double-reporter channels proceeded as rapidly
The above results argue that neutralization of the second [k(365C-SEA/370C, 2100 mV) 5 0.19 6 0.08 mM21 s21,
basic S4 residue, R365, which divides charge movement n 5 4] as in F370C, single-cysteine channels [k(370C,
in Shaker channels into two phases with nonoverlapping 2100 mV) 5 0.15 6 0.01 mM21 s21, as described above].
voltage dependencies (Figure 1A; Aggarwal and Mac- Thus, ªreconversionº of 365C to a positively charged
Kinnon, 1996; Seoh et al., 1996), does so by causing an residue restores stability at 2100 mV to the S4 topologi-
intermediate state of S4 displacement to predominate cal state in which 370C is internally accessible.
at the moderately hyperpolarized potentials, at which
S4 would normally be in a maximally ªinternalizedº or
ªretractedº state. We devised a simple test of this inter- Refined Boundaries of S4 Exposure in the
Fully Activated and Deactivated Statespretation, which predicts that the restoration of a basic
residue to position 365 in R365-neutralized channels The large effect on charge movement caused by R365
neutralization, as well as the report of observations con-ought to restore both the wild-type Q-Vand thepredomi-
nance of a fully retracted state of S4 at moderately trasting with our own (Yusaf et al., 1996), prompted us
to reexamine theaccessibility of S4 positions using morehyperpolarized potentials. We again made use of the
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Figure 4. ªReconstitutionº of Charge and Accessibility in R365C and R365C/F370C Channels
(A) Representative On gating currents before and after external perfusion and washout of MTSEA, which converts cysteine to a lysine-like
residue. R365C and R365C/F370C channels gate similarly and are modified similarly. On and holding current have been separately baseline
adjusted for display.
(B) R365C Q-V before (ª365Cº) and after external perfusion of MTSEA (ª365C-SEAº). MTSEA makes the Q-V similar to wt (Figure 1A), ªreconstitutingº
Q1 and Q2. Q is the integrated Ig at Vtail following the prepulse Ig shown in (A). Vtail was 140 mV for 365C and 280 mV for 365C-SEA.
(C) R365C/F370C channel Q-V before (ªR365C/F370Cº) and after MTSEA superfusion (ª365C-SEA/370Cº). The R365C/F370C Q-V resembles
that of R365C channels, but Q1 activation occurs at still more negative voltages. MTSEA reconstitutes Q1 and Q2 as in R365C channels in (A).
Q was measured as in (B), with Vtail 5 140 mV for both 365C and 365C-SEA/F370C, excluding the initial 0.5 ms of the transient from the
integration of the 365C-SEA/F370C currents.
(D) ªReconstitutionº of 370C accessibility. Representative time courses of internal MTSET modification at 2100 mV for ªdouble-reporterº
channels that were not preexposed to external MTSEA (ªR365C/F370Cº) or were preexposed to 2 mM s external MTSEA (ªR365C-SEA/
F370Cº), and F370C single-cysteine channels (protocol in Figure 3A legend and Experimental Procedures).
extreme voltages and higher cumulative exposures to charge remaining activated at 2120 mV argue together
that, in the resting state of Shaker channels, residue 359MTSET.
Previously we deduced the resting-state external is effectively buried.
We observed that hyperpolarization also progressivelyboundary of S4 to lie between R365 and R362. We had
observed that 356C, 359C, 362C, and 365C exhibited diminished the external modification rate of R362C
channels: k(280 mV) 5 0.86 6 0.01 mM21, n 5 3; k(2100comparable rates of external MTSET modification in de-
polarized channels, while at the negative potentials of mV) 5 0.51 6 0.02 mM21 s21, n 5 4; k(2140 mV) 5 0.24 6
0.02 mM21 s21, n 5 3. Since attempts to obtain gating280 mV (356C, 359C, 365C) and 2100 mV (362C) only
modification of the three most N-terminal remained ap- currents from nonconducting R362C channels were un-
successful, it was not possible to determine where thispreciable (whereas 365C modification became so slow
as to be undetectable; Larsson et al., 1996). Figure 5A voltage range lies with respect to the voltage depen-
dence of gating-charge activation in these channels.shows the results of a more detailed examination of the
voltage dependence of 359C modification by external This result leaves open the possibility that residue 362
is inaccessible in the resting channel state.MTSET. It shows that hyperpolarization of A359C chan-
nels to voltages more negative than 280 mV leads to In contrast, hyperpolarization beyond 280 mV did not
significantly affect the external MTSET modification ratemodification rates that are slower than the closed-chan-
nel rate that we reported previously. It also shows that of M356C channels [k(280mV) 5 13 6 3 mM21 s21, n 5
6; k(2120 mV) 10.1 6 0.8 mM21 s21, n 5 3]. Thus, residuethe overall voltage dependence of the rate correlates
with that of charge movement: the superimposed curve 356 appears to remain exposed to the external solution
regardless of the channel gating state. Therefore, theis a scaled mean Q-V obtained from nonconducting
A359C channels. The observations that (1) external external boundary of the buried tm segment of S4 in the
resting channel state appears to lie between A359 andMTSET modification at 2120mV was 80-fold slower than
that seen for fully activated channels, and that (2) the M356.
The active-state external boundary was determinedresidual rate might be attributed to the fractional gating
Two-Step, Sequence-Dependent S4 Movement
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Figure 5. External MTSET Modification of 359C and Transmembrane Displacement of 368C
(A) Voltage dependence of the rate of modification of conducting A359C channels superimposed on the scaled Q-V (n 5 4).
(B) R368C channel currents evoked by a series of steps ranging 240 to 1140 mV in increments of 10 mV from the 280 mV hp, followed by
Vtail 5 110 mV before and after external MTSET exposure. Modified channels (ªAfter MTSETº) activate and deactivate more slowly, and depend
more steeply on voltage than unmodified ones (ªBeforeº). Graph shows superimposed time courses from a representative oocyte superfused
with MTSET first while being clamped at 280 mV for 9.9 of every 10 s epoch (ªclosedº protocol), producing no effect, and immediately
afterwards while depolarizing to 160 mV for 5 of every 10 s epoch (ªclosed/openº protocol), resulting in modification with monoexponential
kinetics (superimposed curve, t 5 347 mM s). The implied rate is orders of magnitude slower than other externally modifiable S4 cysteines
(Larsson et al., 1996; main text). Abscissa is [application time] 3 [MTSET concentration]. 0 marks onset of MTSET perfusion. Initial dip is
likely partial blockade of channels by MTSET (5 mM), since a commensurate hop was always observed upon washout and the size scaled
with ionic current amplitude. Points are the amplitude of ionic currents evoked by test pulses every 10 s to 160 mV measured 50 ms after
the onset of each test step. Modification of 368C by internal MTSET at hyperpolarized potentials was shown in Larsson et al., 1996.
in our previous study to lie between residues R365 and the resting and open states, as assayed previously
(Larsson et al., 1996) and refined above, and consistentR368: we observed no external MTSET modification of
depolarized R368C channels even upon cumulative ex- with the accessibilities of two positions (365 and 370)
in an intermediate activated subunit state as deducedposures 30-fold greater than those necessary to modify
of R365C channels (Larsson et al., 1996). Figure 5B above. Assuming the tm electric field to be constant
and confined entirely to the buried segment of S4, weshows, however, that R368C channels are indeed modi-
fied by MTSET externally, but at an exceptionally low calculated the amplitude of Q1 and Q2 implied by the
two topologically resolved displacements illustrated inrate. Ioniccurrents recorded aftermodification exhibited
slowed activation and tail kinetics and a steepened volt- Figure 7A. For each displacement, we took the contribu-
tion of individual S4 basic residues to be equal to theirage dependence of channel opening like those of R368C
channels modified by internal MTSET (Larsson et al., fractional displacement through the transmembranous
space, and took the total charge valence to be the sum1996). External modification was observed when chan-
nels were depolarized to 160 mV for 5 s of each 10 s of the individual residue contributions, dz (Figure 7B).
This calculation fixes both the relative and absolute am-epoch (Figure 5B, open circles), but not when channels
were held at 280 mV 99% of the time (Figure 5B, closed plitudes of Q1 and Q2, and was performed for both the
case where residue 365 is neutral (e.g., R365C), as wellcircles). Depolarization to 1120 mV did not accelerate
modification beyond the rate observed for depolariza- as for when it is positively charged (e.g., wt).
To test these predictions against the measured Q-Vstion to 160 mV [k(160 mV, 50%) 5 0.0035 6 0.00060
mM21 s21, n 5 3 versus k(1120 mV, 50%) 5 0.0018 6 requires the postulation of a chemical-kinetic scheme
of activation. A priori, either or both of the deduced8 3 1026 mM21 s21, n 5 2]. We conclude that channel
activation displaces 368C from a cytosolically accessi- topological changes in S4 might be proposed to arise
from a concerted movement of the subunits. However,ble position (Larsson et al., 1996) to a position at or very
near to the extracellular boundary. the ªdelayº or sigmoidicity in the rise of ionic currents
implies a large number of transitional closed states (Za-These results adjust somewhat the tm boundaries of
the extreme resting and activated states of S4, but pre- gotta et al., 1994a), and hence an independent enact-
ment of two S4 displacements in all four subunits. A finalserve and add to the evidence that S4 movement under-
lies and can account for the gating-charge displacement concerted step is implied by multiple lines of evidence
(Bezanilla et al., 1991; Schoppa et al., 1992; Tytgat andobserved in Shaker channels.
Figure 6 summarizes the MTSET modification-rate Hess, 1992; Zagotta et al., 1994a, 1994b; Schoppa and
measurements for eight S4 substituted cysteines. Sigworth, 1998; L. M. M. and E. Y. I., unpublished data;
O. S. B. and E. Y. I., unpublished data) and is necessary
to account for the disproportionate steepness of Q2 (dis-S4 Topology Is Consistent with Q1 and Q2
cussed above). Thus, the scheme of Figure 7C repre-in R365C and wt
sents the simplest adaptation of our topological charac-Figure 7A shows three topological states consistent with
the accessibilities of eight S4 amino-acid positions in terization of S4 to Shaker channel activationgating. Note
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against the measured Q-Vs employing the scheme of
Figure 7C and allowing the voltage-midpoint parameters
V1, V2, and VC (Figure 7C legend) to vary. The excellent
fit to the data described by the solid lines in Figure 1A
demonstrates that the topological changes character-
ized (Figure 7A) are consistent with the voltage-depen-
dence of charge movement of both R365C channels
(ªR365Cº), as well as the high-resolution wild-type Q-V
data of Bezanilla and coworkers (ªwtº; data from Beza-
nilla et al., 1994).
Discussion
Topological Boundaries for Three S4 States
in K1 Channel Activation
The state-dependent accessibilities of 365C and 370C,
as well as thepattern exhibited by six other singly substi-
tuted S4 cysteines, enable a description of the tm topol-
ogy of S4 in three states of activation: two extreme
states of S4 displacementÐwhich were deduced pre-
Figure 6. Summary of MTSET Rate Data for S4 Cysteines viously (Larsson et al., 1996) and refined in this studyÐ
Accessibility changes and maximal rates observed for MTSET modi- and an intermediate state of displacement in-between
fication of eight substituted S4 cysteines in this study and our previ- these two. The size of the two partial displacements is
ous study (Larsson et al., 1996), as well as those for internal 365C consistent with the observation that R365 neutralization
modification (*) observed by Holmgren and Yellen (personal commu-
divides charge movement into two like-sized compo-nication). Bar height (plotted against the left-hand y-axis) equals the
nents, together with studies suggesting that S4 carriesratio of the rates observed at depolarized voltages over those at
hyperpolarized voltages, and indicates state-dependent internal most or all of the gating charge.
(open bars) and external (solid bars) accessibility. (Position 381 The cartoon of Figure 7A is one possible representa-
shows an upward-going open bar, because depolarization acceler- tion of the results of this and our previous study (Larsson
ated its internal modification.) Note that for external access of 365 et al., 1996), assuming a fixed a-helical spacing between
and for internal access of 368, 370, and 376, the smaller of the two
S4 residues. Seven residues (359±365) are shown span-rates is a calculated upper limit (since in these cases modification
ning the distance between the intracellular and extracel-was not observed at both hyperpolarized and depolarized poten-
tials), estimated as described previously (Larsson et al., 1996). Data lular solutions in deactivated channels (our experiments
for the double-reporter channel (hatched bars) is shown beside indicate the number to be between seven and nine),
365 for external access and beside 370 for internal access. The leaving two basic residues fully or partially buried (R362
maximum observed external (filled circles) and internal (open circles) and R365). The cartoon represents this buried length as
modification rates are plotted against the right-hand y-axis. (Filled
35% of the thickness of the bilayer hydrocarbon coreand open triangles refer, respectively, to external and internal modi-
(double-headed arrow, z30 AÊ ), or that expected forfication of double-reporter channel.) BME 5 b-mercaptoethanol
modification rate (Stauffer and Karlin, 1994), which indicates the seven residues of a helix (Stryer, 1988). Thinning of the
expected rate for a maximally accessible cysteine. ND 5 not deter- protein therefore must occur in the vicinity of S4. A
mined. relatively precipitous thinning around the external end
of S4 might explain the gating state±dependent fluores-
cence of 365C-,359C-, and 356C-coupled fluors (Man-that the scheme is identical to that proposed by Sig-
worth (1994) and similar to that proposed by Zagotta et nuzzu et al., 1996; Cha and Bezanilla, 1997). When chan-
nels activate, S4 moves outward as a unit in twoal. (1994b) in order to account for the detailed character-
istics of Shaker gating and ionic currents. sequential steps. The first correlates with Q1 and buries
F370 in the tm region. The second correlates with Q2,All transitions including the final one were assumed
to derive their voltage dependence from S4 movement. exposes R365 to the extracellular solution, and leaves
what is depicted as a total of ten residues buried (368±Under this assumption, the Q2 topological change is the
outcome of the second sequential subunit transition and 377; our experiments show this number to be between
nine and twelve). Boundaries of the intermediate-statethe concerted step combined. The valence of the con-
certed step (zc) was taken to be 1.8, consistent with the tm segment are not well constrained by experiment. The
span is depicted as seven residues (365±371), the samemeasurements of both Schoppa and Sigworth (1998)
and ourselves (O. S. B. and E. Y. I., unpublished data) number as in the resting state. Basic residues buried in
the open state are shown proximal to acidic residues infrom ionic current and VCF recordings, respectively. The
valence of the second sequential subunit transition was S2 and S3 (circled minus symbols) as implied by the
findings of Papazian and coworkers (Papazian et al.,calculated to be the total predicted Q2 valence minus
zc/4 (the per-subunit valence of the concerted step). The 1995; Tiwari-Woodruff et al., 1997).
Several aspects of the extreme resting and activatedQ1 topological change was interpreted to reflect the first
sequential subunit transition, the valence of which was states represent refinements of our earlier conclusions.
These include the inaccessibility of positions 359 andtaken to be just that predicted for Q1.
The three charge valences thus determined were tested 362 in the resting state, and the proximity of 365 and
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Figure 7. Two-Step Transmembrane Move-
ment of the Shaker S4
(A) Region of protein around the S4 of a single
subunit of the Shaker channel in the confor-
mations associated with the deactivated, in-
termediate, and activated (open) states.
When channels activate, S4 moves outward
as a unit in two sequential steps. The first
correlates with Q1 and buries F370 in the
transmembrane (tm) region. The second cor-
relateswith Q2 and exposesR365 to the extra-
cellularsolution. The cartoon assumes a fixed
a-helical spacing between S4 residues. Dou-
ble-headed arrow is 30 AÊ , about the thickness
of the hydrophobic core of the membrane
bilayer (Stryer, 1988).
(B) The charge valences of Q1 and Q2 implied
by the topologies in (A) were calculated as the
sum of the incremental valences, dz, resulting
from the displacements of individual S4 resi-
dues. Values in parentheses relate to R365-
neutralized channels.
(C) A chemical-kinetic scheme that enables
explanation of the Q-Vs of wt-activating and
R365C channels (Figure 1A) on the basis of
the topologies in (A). Two sequential dis-
placements of S4 occur in each of the four
subunits independently. A subsequent concerted step opens channels, effectively confers cooperativity to the second subunit transition and
accounts for the disproportionate steepness of Q2. In accordance with the gating-particle hypothesis of Hodgkin and Huxley (1952), the three
equilibrium constants have expressions of the form
Ki 5 eZiF(V2Vi)/RT, (i 5 1, 2, c)
where F, R, and T have their conventional meanings. The zi of the gating scheme were fixed according to
z1 5 S dz(Q1)
and
z2 5 [S dz(Q2)] 2 1zc4 2 ,
with zc 5 1.8 determined independently from the valence of the final opening transition(s) (Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998; O. S. B. and E. Y. I.,
unpublished data). This formulation assumes that the shallow voltage-dependence of opening derives from a topologically unresolved S4
displacement occurring during Q2. V1, V2, and Vc are the sole free parameters necessary to make equilibrium predictions from the topologically
constrained scheme.
368 to solution interfaces in the resting and activated reflect an exceptionally low cysteine accessibility state
of the protein. Another is that modification accumulatesstates, respectively.
slowly due to transitory sojournsÐas might accompany
protein ªbreathingº (Creighton, 1993)Ðfrom an inacces-ªInterfacialº Positions
The external MTSET modification rate we observe for sible state of the channel to a short-lived accessible
one. Both interpretations suggest a location for thesedepolarized R368C channels is three to four orders of
magnitude slower than that which we observe for depo- residues near to the boundaries of the tm S4 segment,
which is what has been depicted in Figure 7A. Neitherlarized M356C, A359C, R362C, and R365C channels
(Figure 6). Holmgren and Yellen (personal communica- interpretation appears to conflictwith the observation of
proton access to these positions (Starace et al., 1998), ortion) report a similar rate for hyperpolarized R365C chan-
nels under modification by internal MTSET (Figure 6). with charge quantitation studies (Aggarwal and MacKin-
non, 1996; Seoh et al., 1996) suggesting that R368 ac-Clamping to 2150 mV, the approximate half-activation
point for Q1, they observed internal 365C modification counts for 1 eo per subunit, and therefore traverses the
entire tm electric field.at a rate of z0.005 mM21 s21, while we observed a rate
of 0.0035 mM21 s21 for 368C externally, depolarizing
50% of the time. (Note that, using patches excised from Na1 and K1 Channel S4s
The refined boundaries described above also increasemammalian cells, they achieved greater cumulative
MTSET exposures at hyperpolarized voltages than our- the congruence between the deduced topologies of the
domain-IV S4 of the Na channel hSkMI and that of theselves, and so were able to observe 365C modify inter-
nally even though we were not.) S4 of Shaker K channels. If S4 basic residues are num-
bered by the order of their appearance in the primaryThe exceptionally low modification rates of 365C in
resting channels and of 368C in open channels admit sequence, then studies of both channels (Larsson et al.,
1996; Yang et al., 1996, 1997; this paper) predict R1 asat least two possible interpretations. One is that they
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the sole inaccessible basic residue in the resting state, 12.3±13.6 eo and 12 eo, respectively; Schoppa et al.,
1992; Hirschberg et al., 1995; Aggarwal and MacKinnon,R2 and R3 as traversing the entire distance from inside
to outside (just barely, in Shaker channels), and R4 and 1996; Seoh et al., 1996). But the ªgating phenotypeº of
R365C channels suggests that less voltage-sensitiveR5/K5 as inaccessible in the open state. Both studies
predict internal R6 accessibility in resting channels, and channels may have arisen from an abridgment of S4
motion.neither makes explicit predictions about R6 accessibility
in open channels. (Note that while Figure 7A depicts We suggest that the possibility of abridged S4 motion
be considered in interpreting the reduction of total gat-R6 as inaccessible in the open state, placement of the
internal tm boundary anywhere between 376 and 380 ing charge resulting from mutagenesis (Aggarwal and
MacKinnon, 1996; Seoh et al., 1996; Starace et al., 1998).would be consistent with our results; Yang and cowork-
ers [1997] report that R6C depolarized access is cur- In R365C channels, Q1 does not escape detection, be-
cause it deactivates within the range of voltages thatrently under investigation.)
can be obtained (for short durations) by voltage clamp.
But this need not always be so. For example, StaraceChannel Gating Mechanism
and coworkers have recently reported (1998) that in-The results of this study have a number of implications
creasing pH reduces the gating charge of R365H Shakerregarding the mechanism of channel gating. One is that
channels from 12.5 to 3.5 eo, i.e., considerably more thanan auxiliary gating particle domain does not appear nec-
can be accounted by the neutralization of one chargeessary to account for the existence of two components
per subunit. Abridged S4 motion could also result in ain the gating current records from Shaker channels. An-
misinterpretation of the role of charged residues. In theother is that biophysical models of ionic and gating cur-
case of the exceptionally large decrement in gatingrents, which have hypothesized distinct types of volt-
charge reported for the E293Q substitution (Seoh et al.,age-dependent transitions and more than four closed
1996), for example, a relative destabilization of the mostchannel states, appear to be justified on structural as
retracted state of S4 is a plausible explanation, espe-well as on electrophysiological/theoretical grounds.
cially in light of the native residue's apparent role in aOur topological findings may also offer further insights
buried salt bridge with S4 (Papazian et al., 1995; Tiwari-into the mechanism of S4 translocation. The Figure 7A
Woodruff et al., 1997).cartoon is consistent with the helical-screw mechanism
of S4 displacement (Catterall, 1988; Guy and Conti,
Experimental Procedures1990). Assuming such a mechanism implies that an
equivalent 120 degree rotation and 6 a.a. displacement Channels
of S4 would underlie both Q1 and Q2, and would cause All experiments were performed on Shaker channels made incapa-
the exchange of S4 charges with their second nearest ble of fast-inactivation by the D(6±46) deletion (Hoshi et al., 1990).
Gating currents were recorded from channels with the W434F muta-neighbors in salt bridges with fixed counter charges in,
tion, which prevents conduction (Perozo et al., 1993). Shaker H4for example, S2 and S3.
(Kamb et al., 1987) D(6±46) and D(6±46)/W434F plasmid DNAs were
gifts of Ligia Toro. We use ªwild type±activatingº throughout the
text to refer to 434F and 434W channels interchangeably, sinceS4 Movement, Mutagenesis, and
the W434F substitution has been shown not to alter gating-chargeVoltage-Sensing Diversity
movement (Perozo et al., 1993). Cysteines were substituted at spe-One conundrum in structure±function studies of volt-
cific S4 positions by Kunkel mutagenesis. To prevent fluorescent
age-gated channels has been that even charge-con- labeling outside S4, the native cysteines 245 and 462 were substi-
serving S4 amino acid substitutions can dramatically tuted with valine and alanine, respectively. All gating currents were
affect the voltage sensitivity of channel opening (Sig- recorded in this genetic background. cRNA-encoding conducting
channels was transcribed in vitro and injected into Xenopus laevisworth, 1994). We have shown that a point mutation can
oocytes as described previously (Larsson et al., 1996). cRNA forchange the relative stabilities of three states of S4 dis-
gating currents was transcribed using the T7 mMessage mMachineplacement, causing an intermediate state to predomi-
kit protocol (Ambion, Austin Texas) and injected at approximately
nate at the cell resting potential (Vrest). Under such a 1 g/l concentration.
circumstance, a significant component of the gating
charge is already activated at Vrest and thus does not Electrophysiology and Voltage Clamp Fluorometry
contribute to the steepness with which channel opening Conducting channels were recorded by patch- andby two-electrode
voltage clamp as described previously (Larsson et al., 1996). Gatingdepends on voltage (except to the limiting slope on a
current recording was performed using a Dagan CA-1 amplifier (Da-log plot). Therefore, our results establish a mechanism
gan Corporation, Minneapolis, MN) in two-electrode voltage clampby which an amino acid substitution can affect the volt-
mode, external solution 110 mM NaCH3SO3, 2 mM Ca(CH3SO3)2, 10age sensitivity of channel opening without actually alter- mM HEPES (pH 7.5); bridges 1 M NaCH3SO3, 10 mM HEPES (pH
ing S4 ªvalence.º 7.5). Background capacity of the native membrane was neutralized
More broadly, the results suggest why, among mem- by compensating transients evoked by 120 mV depolarizations from
an hp of 160 mV. Voltage clamp fluorometry (VCF) was performedbers of the S4-superfamily of voltage-gated channels,
as previously described (Mannuzzu et al., 1996).S4 valence is a poor predictor of voltage sensitivity. The
similar topological extremes observed for the Shaker
Accessibility Probingpotassium channel S4 and the domain-IV S4 of hSkMI
Generalsodium channels suggest that high voltage sensitivity
The internal and external accessibility of S4-substituted cysteines to
is achieved by a common mechanism, even in evolution- the membrane-impermeant thiol reagent, MTSET (Toronto Research
arily divergent channels (Shaker and skeletal-muscle Chemicals), was assayed functionally in two electrode voltage-
clamped and patch-clamped oocytes, as described earlier (Larssonsodium channels have a similar total gating charge;
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et al., 1996). The second-order rate constant of modification for any diminished with time, making difficult a quantitation of the absolute
charge increase caused by modification. Since the G-V of bothgiven set of conditions was calculated based on the average time
constant, t (units [concentration of MTSET] 3 [perfusion duration]), channels is shifted to very negative potentials by MTSEA modifica-
tion (unpublished observations), the apparent decrease in gatingof a monoexponential fit to the time course of modification. For
those experiments in which channels were clamped to a single current amplitude may be associated with slow inactivation.
voltage, except for brief test pulses, or for patch experiments in
which MTSET was applied periodically during only a particular ep- Accessibility Reconstitution Assay
och of the voltage protocol, the rate of modification, k, was calcu- The internal accessibility of 370C in R365C-SEA/F370C channels
lated simply as t21. In other cases, MTSET was perfused continu- was assayed by external preexposure of non-voltage-clamped oo-
ously while oocytes were clamped alternately to the hp and to a cytes to 2 mM s MTSEA (three times the time-constant of modifica-
distinct assay potential. For these assays the rate was calculated tion under voltage clamp as described above) during a 30 s incuba-
according to tion in a depolarizing solution (89 mM KCl, 0.8 mM MgCl2, 0.4 mM
CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES [pH 7.5]), followed by excision of inside-outk 5 A21[t21 2 (1 2 A)khp] patches and internal accessibility assay as described above.
where A is the fraction of the time the oocyte was held depolarized
(usually 0.5), and khp is the rate of modification at the hp. khp was Analysis and Modeling
determined from experiments in which the hp was the exclusive or Basic analysis of recordings was performed using pClamp6 (Axon
predominant voltage (as described for the simple rate determina- Instruments, Foster City, CA). Secondary analysis was performed
tion). Contamination of rate measurements due to the accumulation using Origin (Microcal Software, Inc., Northampton, MA) for curve
of modification during the brief steps to the voltage used to monitor fitting of simple functions and using Madonna (YouSee Software,
current was inall instances calculated to be less thanthe experimen- Berkeley, CA) for fitting to chemical-kinetic models. Values in the
tal scatter in the measurements. text are expressed as mean 6 SEM, except where otherwise noted.
A Note Regarding Nomenclature. Since it is possible to measure a Theoretical Q-V Curves
modification rate at voltages at which channels (or rather subunits) All Q-V data was fit to the sum of two Boltzmann functions (Figure
are equilibrating between a number of voltage-dependent confor- 1A legend). Q-V data from R365C channels and from wild-type acti-
mations, we use ªmodification rateº and ªmodifiabilityº in reference vating channels (Figure 1A) was also fit to the predicted Q-V for the
to a population, and reserve ªaccessibilityº and ªrate of accessibil- model of Figure 7C:
ityº for characteristizating a specific conformational state.
Specific Assays
In general, the modification protocols employed in this study are
the same as those described in the earlier study (Larsson et al.,
1996). Particulars have been noted in the figure legends. Some


specific considerations apply to the R365C/F370C or ªdouble-
reporterº channels. R365C channels modified by MTSET undergo
a shift of approximately 280 mV in their voltage dependence of
opening, so that modification by MTSET can be monitored as an
increase in conductance at negative potentials (Larsson et al., 1996).
R365C/F370C channels modified by external MTSET also undergo
a shift of approximately 280 mV in their voltage dependence of
4z1K1 1 6(2z1K12) 1 4(3z1K13) 1 (4z1K14) 1
4(z1 1 z2)K1K2 1 12(2z1 1 z2)K12K2 1
6(2z1 1 2z2)K12K22 1 12(3z1 1 z2)K13K2 1
Q 5 Neoz21 12(3z1 1 2z2)K13K22 1 4(3z1 1 3z2)K13K23 1
4(4z1 1 z2)K14K2 1 6(4z1 1 2z2)K14K22 1
4(4z1 1 3z2)K14K23 1 (4z1 4z2)K14K24 1
(4z1 1 4z2 1 zc)K14K24Kc
where
z 5 (1 1 K1 1 K1K2)4 1 K14K24Kc
opening, but the modified channels undergo rapid C-type (Hoshi et is the partition function. Sixteen channel states are implied by the
al., 1991) inactivation at a hp of 280 mV (data not shown). External scheme of 7C under the assumption of four identical subunits, and
MTSET modification of R365C/F370C channels, therefore,was mon- each is reflected by a term in z, upon expansion of the term in
itored as a decrease in the test-pulse current. The assay voltage, parentheses. The term in square brackets in the Q-V is simply each
180 mV (at the top of the G/V), was applied in steps that were term in z weighted by the appropriate charge valence. eo is the
separated by intervals of sufficient duration to reach a steady-state fundamental electronic charge and N equals the number of chan-
with respect to the C-type inactivation of modified channels. To be nels. The normalized Q-V relation results by dividing the above ex-
able to exclude trials in which run-down contaminated the time pression by
course, the membrane was hyperpolarized following modification
Qmax 5 Neo(4z1 1 4z2 1 zc)to induce recovery from C-type inactivation and thus to verify that
currents returned to their initial levels. In cases of unusually robust
However, due to the extreme voltages involved, it was not usuallyoocytes a 2140 mV hp could be used, at which voltage no inactiva-
possible to obtain R365C channel Q-Vs that completely saturated attion accumulated; and modification by MTSET was monitored, as
the negative voltage extreme. Therefore, they could not be preciselyfor R365C channels (Larsson et al., 1996), by the increase in conduc-
normalized, and the amplitude was left as a free parameter even intance at negative potentials. The rates of MTSET modification deter-
the fitting of the roughly normalized Q-Vs. (For the model Q-V equa-mined by the two methods were very similar.
tion, this was done by using the unnormalized expression andF370C channels modified by MTSET ceaseto conduct in response
allowing N to vary, for the double-Boltzmann by not using the con-to test depolarizations even as large as 160 mV, even when preceded
straint Q1 1 Q2 5 1.) The fitted amplitudes of the double-Boltzmannby extreme hyperpolarization. Thus, the effects of MTSET conjuga-
and the model were not usually equal. As is visible in Figure 1A, thetion at positions 365 and 370 were distinguishable. This ability was
double-Boltzmann fit predicts a larger amplitude and lower valenceused to advantage in interpreting modification of R365C/F370C dou-
(z1) for Q1 than does the model.ble mutant channels.
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